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The polarization of the launched electron cyclotron wave has been
optimized for coupling to the X–mode by adjusting the inclination of
grooved mirrors located in two consecutive mitre bends of the
waveguide. The unwanted O–mode component of the launched beam
can be positively identified by the difference in the power deposition
profiles between X–mode and O–mode. The optimal polarization for
X–mode launch is in good agreement with theoretical expectations.

Electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and current drive (ECCD) experi-
ments on the DIII–D tokamak need narrow beams in nearly pure X–mode
to achieve the highly localized deposition and current drive required for
advanced tokamak scenarios. The electron cyclotron waves are launched
from the low-field-side of the tokamak using two 110 GHz gyrotrons
(“Katya” and “Dorothy”), corresponding to the second harmonic of the
electron cyclotron frequency. The two gyrotrons are capable of 1.7 MW
of combined power for 1 s pulses. For current drive experiments, a
toroidal launch angle of 19° is used, while perpendicular launch is also
possible for pure heating applications using a different mirror geometry.
The ECCD launcher is steerable in poloidal angle which allows the
deposition location to be varied from the plasma center to the edge.

The polarization of the launched wave is controlled by adjusting the
inclination of grooved mirrors located in two consecutive mitre bends of
the evaculated waveguide.1 This type of polarizer produces a polarization
dependent phase delay since the wave is reflected from the top of the
grooves when the electric field is aligned to the groove, whereas the wave
is reflected from the bottom of the grooves when the electric field is
perpendicular to the groove. Nearly any mixture of X–mode and O–mode
power is possible using these polarizers. For perpendicular launch, the
desired polarization for X–mode is linearly polarized (ellipticity = 0) with
an inclination of 90° relative to the magnetic field at the plasma edge.

The power deposition profile is determined experimentally by modu-
lating the ECH power at 100 Hz and measuring the electron temperature
(Te) response using a 32-channel heterodyne radiometer.2 In the limit of
infinite modulation frequency (ω), the temperature response T̃e( ) is
everywhere proportional to the ECH source term with a 90° phase lag
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from the injected power. For square wave modulation, the power deposi-
tion profile can be found from3

P n Tabs e e= 2 3
2

ω
π

˜    , (1)

where ne is the electron density. However, this equation places only an
upper bound on the deposition profile width for the relatively low
modulation frequency of 100 Hz used in these experiments.

Experimental Results

Recent experiments on DIII–D have verified the correct operation of
the polarizers by scanning the mixture of X–mode and O–mode power by
changing the inclination and ellipticity of the launched beam.
Perpendicular launch of the ECH is used in this experiment since this
allows the regions of deposition for X–mode power and O–mode power to
be easily separated, as described below and shown in Fig. 1. The X–mode
component is strongly absorbed off-axis at the location of the second
harmonic ECH resonance, whereas the O–mode component is weakly
absorbed owing to the low electron temperature off-axis. The remaining
O–mode component of the wave reflects off of the graphite inner wall and
makes a second pass through the plasma, this time passing close to the
plasma center where the O–mode power is more strongly absorbed due to
the higher electron temperature.

ECH
Ray

2
2

Fig. 1. Vacuum ray paths for perpendicular launch of electron cyclotron waves
for these experiments.
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Measurements of the power deposition profile can clearly resolve the
separate X–mode and O–mode peaks, as shown in Fig. 2. In the case of
Fig. 2(a) for the Katya gyrotron, the mixture of X–mode power and
O–mode power is varied by changing the inclination of the linear
polarized launched beam, whereas in the case of Fig. 2(b) for the Dorothy
gyrotron, the ellipticity of the launched beam is changed as well.  Figure 2
shows that the X–mode component is absorbed near ρ ≈ 0.55, where ρ is
the normalized toroidal flux coordinate. After reflecting off the inner wall,
the O–mode component is seen to damp near ρ ≈  0.15. The relative size
of the X–mode and O–mode peaks are in good agreement with the
expected X–mode and O–mode powers based on the polarizer settings.

Scans of the wave inclination show that the launched X–mode power
is optimized for an inclination near 90°, which agrees with theoretical
expectations for perpendicular injection. Figure 3(a) shows the measured
power deposition profiles for Katya during an inclination scan about the
optimal X–mode launch point. The unwanted O–mode component is seen
to increase as the inclination moves away from 90° in either direction.
Conversely, the magnitude of the X–mode component increases as the
inclination moves closer to 90°. A similar result is obtained for Dorothy,
as shown in Fig. 3(b).

Scans of the wave ellipticity show that the unwanted O–mode power is
minimized for an ellipticity near 0, in agreement with theory for
perpendicular launch. This is shown in Fig. 4(a) for Katya and Fig. 4(b) for
Dorothy. Since the O–mode component in Fig. 4(a) never completely
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Fig. 2. Power deposition profiles for X–mode and O–mode launch for (a) Katya,
and (b) Dorothy. The integrated absorbed powers are also indicated.
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Fig. 3. Power deposition profiles for an inclination scan about the optimal
X–mode point for (a) Katya, and (b) Dorothy. The integrated absorbed powers
are also indicated.
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Fig. 4.  Power deposition profiles for an ellipticity scan about the optimal
X–mode point for (a) Katya, and (b) Dorothy. The integrated absorbed powers
are also indicated.

disappears, even for an ellipticity of 0, this would indicate that the
inclination has not been set to the ideal value for X–mode launch. There is
also a puzzling asymmetry in the magnitude of the measured O–mode
power for ellipticities of ±0.5. In Fig. 4(a), the O–mode peak for Katya is
lower for an ellipticity of 0.5 compared to –0.5, while in Fig. 4(b), the
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O–mode peak for Dorothy is higher for an ellipticity of 0.5 compared to
–0.5. Although this asymmetry is not understood presently, it may be
related to the slightly different toroidal angular components for the two
ECH systems since the launchers actually inject ±2° from perpendicular.

Conclusions

Experiments on DIII–D have shown that the polarization of the
launched electron cyclotron waves can be controlled by adjusting the
inclination of grooved mirrors located in two consecutive mitre bends of
the waveguide. The X–mode and O–mode components of the launched
beam can be identified by their different deposition profiles, determined
by modulating the ECH power and measuring the electron temperature
response. For perpendicular injection of the waves, the experimentally
determined polarization for optimal X–mode launch is in agreement with
theory. This gives confidence that the required polarization for X–mode
launch in the more difficult situation of current drive injection can be
correctly obtained.
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